
ELLIS PARK Program Selections July 22, 2018

Race 1:  Unfading Beauty looks to make amends after finishing third as the beaten favorite last 
out. Bella Moon beat our top pick last time they faced but threw a clunker last out and is coming 
back very quickly. Priss gets the addition of Lasix for the first time today and drops in class. 

Selections: 7-6-4

Race 2:  Civil takes a big drop, has drawn the rail and should show some speed off that layoff. 
Wild Will returns to the level where he was claimed out of when finishing second that day. He 
gets a weight advantage with Morales and has to be considered. Here’s Carlos could get a 
piece of this with Lanerie, but may be overbet. 

Selections: 1-4-7

Race 3: Private Vigilante drops to the lowest level of his career and owns a win over this 
course. Time Arches On is lightly raced and coming in from decent performances at Belterra. 
He is eligible to improve third off the layoff. This one gets a huge jockey upgrade and will be a 
price.  Summer O Fiftyfour beat up on some Mountaineer maidens is his last out and has the 
talent to make it two straight. 

 Selections: 3-2-4

Race 4:  Katie’s Reward will be heavily bet and I think deservedly so. She drops in class for a 
top barn and should control this thing from gate to wire. Cantcatchchanneled races for the 
Keene Ridge Racing group and is a definite contender. She drops in class and Buff wins at 37% 
when making this type of move. Majestic Bold is trainer by the up and coming Kelsey Danner 
and is looking to make it two straight. 

Selections:  3-5-4

Race 5:  Maybe Wicked is one of several entered today that could win for the Cox barn. She 
won’t mind the return to the 3/4 distance and recently posted a nice drill at CD. Flossie was 
impressive winning her debut in Louisville and should be right there. Trust fired a dud when 
routing for the first time last fall. Look for a reversal of form today. 

Selections:  1-3-5
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Race 6:  Air Strike rates a slight edge on the stretch out in a very competitive field. Making a 
Marc made the most of the pace at the classic distance last out before faltering late. He cuts 
back slightly in distance here today and will be a factor. Maximum Rate has some decent 
pedigree. Sir Neil has had this one turning heads in the morning workouts. 

Selections: 3-2-7

Race 7:  Lightscameraaction has faced two very tough fields while sprinting and turned in 
respectable finishes each start. She tries turf and a route distance today and that is one of my 
favorite Mcpeek angles. I expect a big effort from this one today. Stamp, a Claiborne homebred, 
has the pedigree to love the lawn and has been putting on a good showing in the mornings. City 
Diva gets blinkers on today and should be in the mix early. 

Selections: 4-7-10

Race 8: THE GOOD LORD STAKES:  Concord Fast could benefit from a rapid pace up front 
and roll home late for the Hartman barn. Majestic Affair is a very classy gelding with earnings 
of over a half million dollars and is well drawn outside. He is a versatile type and is a major 
threat here. Shut the Box is on the turn back here could get a piece of this wide open stake 
event. 

 Selections: 5-8-2

Race 9:  Kitchen Boss was the beaten favorite last out, but gets Lanerie today. A better timed 
ride, will get the job done against a similar field. Patsy Em had a good even effort last out but 
may have needed that one and should improve today. She will be a good price. Paper Dollie 
beat most of these in here on Independence Day and is a logical play. 

Selections: 7-2-12


